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Whether you want to unplug completely or be creatively engaged while commuting or watching TV,

this adult coloring book offers 72 pages of beautiful and meditative mandalas.Top-bound coloring

pad is perfect for the right- and left-handedDetachable sheets make it easy to display your finished

work or share pages at coloring parties72 illustrations are printed single-sided on high-quality paper

that is suitable pencils, markers, and watercolorsCompact size is great for travel, and a smaller

page is less time-consuming to completePad has a thick backer board so that you can color with the

book on your lap Â  The Vive Le Color! collection includes:Vive Le Color! Africa (Adult Coloring

Book) â€“ ISBN 9781419722523Vive Le Color! Arabia (Adult Coloring Book) â€“ ISBN

9781419722530Vive Le Color! Butterflies (Adult Coloring Book) â€“ ISBN 9781419719806Vive Le

Color! Energy (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils) â€“ ISBN 9781419720529Vive Le Color! Flowers

(Adult Coloring Book) â€“ ISBN 9781419722547Vive Le Color! Harmony (Adult Coloring Book and

Pencils) â€“ ISBN 9781419720536Vive Le Color! India (Adult Coloring Book) â€“ ISBN

9781419719820Vive Le Color! Japan (Adult Coloring Book) â€“ ISBN 9781617691812Vive Le Color!

Mandala (Adult Coloring Book) â€“ ISBN 9781419722554Vive Le Color! Meditation (Adult Coloring

Book and Pencils) â€“ ISBN 9781419722868Vive Le Color! Peace (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils)

â€“ ISBN 9781419722875Vive Le Color! Serenity (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils) â€“ ISBN

9781419720543Vive Le Color! Vitality (Adult Coloring Book and Pencils) â€“ ISBN 9781419720550
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For those who like to color mandalas or mandala like designs, this book has a lot to offer. There are

pages and pages of detailed mandalas overlapping each other or stand alone gorgeous in the

middle of the page. There are very geometric type mandalas and very flowing flower like mandalas.

All are very interesting to choose our own colors and mediums to bring out our one of a kind

version.Four Star: Some colorists will not like the pages printed so light. Since I liked these designs

so much, I removed the desired pages and personal use copied to darken and onto larger

paper.I've purchased several of Vive Le Color coloring books and for my personal taste I liked how

the Copic Sketch markers, 0.38mm Copic Multiliners, BIC Mark-It Ultra Fine Point, Staedtler Ultra

Fine Point markers and some shading with Prismacolor colored pencils. The paper, though, is also

very conducive to gel markers, with some bleed through.Particulars of this book:~ 72 designs~ The

book is 7"x7" with pages that can either be removed by tearing from the top or can be left in the

book.~ A handy thick cardboard pad is attached on the back of the book to use as a supportive pad

while coloring.~ Quality of the paper is quite good, but some bleed through is to be expected with

most alcohol markers.~ For that reason alone, I personal use copy and enlarged onto 80 lb. cover

stock paper.~ Back side of each page is blank.~ Most of the 72 designs will require ultra-fine point

pencils or marking pens.~ There are a few simple open designs that could be filled in with

imaginative embellishments of our own.This is a very handy book to slip in the luggage, backpack,

briefcase or purse for on-the-go creative moments. Very happy with this purchase.

Ah I love the thicker paper on this. I can even use watercolor. Gel pens and markers are great too.

There's lots of fine lines but it's not hard to do and the patterns are so relaxing rather than worrying

about shading this or making something look realistic I can just focus on what colors might look

pretty together. I'm one of those people who likes these better than crosswords or sudoku for

passing time or keeping my hands occupied when waiting. So relaxing and low pressure!

While I love mandalas and the viva collection I thought was such a cute idea and design. The glued

easily tearable spine of the book is extremely delicate. I was coloring the very first page since

receiving it and all but like 5 pages of the book separated completely from the front and back

covers. So now I have two separate entities. The book cover. And then over here I have the pages.

So had I intended on leaving them all in the book (which I did) that is now not a choice. The pages

are coming unconnected from what's left of a spine which is just glue daily. And the pages are

getting messed up Bc the font store as nicely as book that had covers. Anyway. I'm just



disappointed that it fell apart. And on the first dang day. One plus is the paper. Unless you are

incredibly heavy handed you can even color with markers without a bleed thru. The paper is great!!!

And the designs are beautiful!!!

This has great mandala pictures in it.I have bought every Vive Le Color! coloring book to date. Even

though the paper is still high quality, the printing is not. At least five pages in each (and I bought two

of this book) were blank or so faded, they couldn't be colored. Not worth it to send it back but just

wish companies would pay closer attention to quality.

Awesome coloring book and pencil set!
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